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2288. Breatnach (Liam): A companion to the Corpus iuris Hibernici.


App. 1: Concordance of the O’Carry and O’Donovan law transcripts with CHI; App. 2: Bretha Éitgid from Royal Irish Academy MS D v 2 [Text of version Ai omitted from CHI]; App. 3: From TCD MS H 3. 17 (6) [Text of passages omitted (a) before CHI vi 2128.18 and (b) between CHI vi 2128.25-26]; App. 4: From TCD MS H 3. 18 (1) [Text of legal fragments omitted from CHI]; App. 5: From TCD MS H 3. 18 (21) [Text of legal fragment omitted from CHI]; App. 6: From National Library of Ireland MS G138 [Text of a legal miscellany omitted from CHI]; App. 7: From Royal Irish Academy MS 23 Q 12 [Text of legal fragments omitted from CHI].
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